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Chapter 5 

lHE TECHNOLOGIES OF INFORMATICS 

5.1. INTRODUCTION 

The history of technical development and expertise in Infonmatics is not one 
of many brilliant. inventions of new technology, although there were a few. It 
is mostly a story of evolution, team'ltork, experience, the merger of various 
kinds of knowledge, and the continued alnd repeated building upon prior knowledge 
and experience to create new and improved software appl ications, systems, 
products, and' services. Nevertheless, Informatics personnel made several 
noteworthY' technological inventions. Some of these were: 

DOCUS--by Werner Frank, which long preceded modern screen-oriented 
applications development systems. 

CRM--designed by Richard Hill, Wilson Cooper and Jules Merse1 (based 
on an idea by William Cutler, then at IBM and later at 
Informatics), and implemented by Robert Heckathorne. It was the 
seminal concept for software performance measurement systems. 

MARK IV--by John Postley, which was the first successful effort to 
make the computer easy to use, and upon whi ch was bu il t the 
methodology for developing, marketing, and supporting true software 
products. 

ICS IV/250--by Wia1ter Levy and his staff, which was the first time 
an independent software company developed "portabil1ty" for a large 
program from a 32 bit computer to a 16 bit computer. 

PUElNET/ORDERNET--'by Richard Kaylor, which provided major economics 
to wholesalers and manufacturers by means of a common order
switching system. 

Descriptions of these will be found in later chapters. 

But it was not by major breakthroughs, but by evolution, that Informatics 
has built up strong capabilities in a very wide variety of computer applications 
and technologies, probably wider than any other computer services company. This 
chapter can only give a sample of them, intended to illustrate how the company 
evolved its expertise in these areas in a "bootstrap" approach, using the 
combination of different computer technology and systems. Only brief 
descriptions are given for each illustration; more detail will be found in later 
chapters. 

The buildup of any technological capability usually began with a contract 
with a customer to develop or improve the customer's existing system!s, and was 
followed later by internal development. Some technology was acquired by 
purchase but in such cases Informatics immediately developed the in-house 
capability to extend and enhance its acquired software. Informatics has made an 
art of usi ng follow-on contracts and evol uti onary deve' opment of technol09Y to 
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increase its business revenues and enhance its capabil ity. The company has used 
custom progranmi n9 and systems des i gn contracts for 1 nd ivi dua 1 customers to 
first identify additional customer needs and then to explore whether any of 
these needs are conmon to an industry group or to computer users in· general. If 
so, the next step is to determine if al generalized solution or product can be 
deve' oped and sol d to a 1 arge number of potential customers and not just the 
original customer for custom services. In this way Informatics has used its 
profess; onal custom services contracts to identify potent; al markets and to 
develop standardized proprietary software products and information management 
services. For example, GIRLS, the earl,y IBM 7090 version of a general-purpose 
file management system for McDonnell Douglas engineering data was developed into 
MARK I and 1 ater MARK II for use on the IBM 1401 computers as an ur-ban 
i nformat; on management system for a consort; urn of five southwestern cit1 es. 
Then the City of Alexandria, Virginia was persuaded to fund the development of a 
better system, MARK III, and the design of the data base for a more 
sophisticated version of the same application on the IBM 1410. Bunding on the 
MARK III concept, Informatics was able to design and perfect M~RK IV, a file 
management software product for the IBM 360 that sold in quantity and was easy 
for computer installations to use and thus enabled users to create their own 
Simple applications without aid from professional programmers. The general 
nature and ease of use of MARK IV in turn made the product attractive as a 
remote computi ng service for those who coul d not afford to own thei r own IBM 
computer'. It also created a market for MARK IV custom programmi ng and trai ni ng 
services whereby complex appl ications for a customer were impl,emented us; ng MARK 
IV. 

Defying the conventional wisdom that the essential ingredi1ent for success is 
to "find one niche and dominate it," InformatiCS is broad basE~d and eclectic in 
its technological strategy and development. Its strategy was to find many 
"niches" and fill them with technological competence, dominating as many as 
possible. This is best described by one of its own capabilities manuals: 

Infonnatics perfonns a variety of systems software tasks from 
design consulting to total implementation of hrge-scale 
information handling systems. InformatiCS is staffed to assume 
total software responsibility including such services as: 
function requirements specification, systems analysi!;, systems 
engineering, program design, implementation, documentiation, and 
system operation The company also designs and 
develops, for sale or lease, proprietary information handling 
and data processing software products for a broad spectrum of 
applications. 

Informatics experience in applying systems software techniques 
has involved clients at all levels of government from municipal 
corporati ons to the federal government, and to f ndustry from 
retail business operations to giant corporations and public 
utilities. Projects have included the full range of technology 
from manual operation to multicomputer applications w'ith widely 
varying system requirements.(l) 

If there is one common thread that runs through Informatics diverse 
partiCipation with software technology, it 15 its devotion to the cOOlputer user-
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-the using customer--because its founders had been ~, not "one niche" 
systems programmers, as was true of many of its competitors. 

Informatics was born of a 
professional services from the 
supplement the client staff 

_ technical areas.(2} 

need to supply high-quality 
user point of view--services to 
or to assist in challenging 

. -This devotion to providing dedicated quality service to computer users has 
caused the company to develop capabi"11ties and expertise in a variety of 
applications, hardware, operating systems, and programming languages., It does 
not favor one manufacturer over another nor one software 1 anguage over, another. 
Much of its work involved IBM computers--because that was where the ~arket (read 
"money") was. It uses the equi pment specified by the user and provi des programs 
in the la~guage desired by the user. ,.In its early years it would aid users in 
evaluating and selecting equipment for purchase but only after completing a 
thorough study of the user's current applications and future needs and available 
resources. (3) In later years it applied this principle to specific 
applications, and developed and sold "integrated turnkey products" composed of 
software and the best computer for the application. The success of this 
eclectic strategy has been proven by Informatics growth, which has far 
outstripped the majority of its "one-niche" competitors, no matter how 
thoroughly each dominated its own corner of the world. 

Because of its multifaceted involvement with software, it is difficult to 
break up Informatics technological growth into time periods or into different 
types of technology. Most of its technological achievements were evolutionary 
efforts which were accomplished by the gradual experience and knowledge gained 
fran preceding work. Most of the advanced software systems and services 
designed, programmed, and offered by Informatics are not creations of a single 
technology or discipline of knowledge. Rather they are hybrids of at least two 
and often many different types of technology. Thus an information clearinghouse 
data service such as TOXLINE, which provided on-line inquiry and retrieval 
service to the medical profession about toxic substances, represented expertise 
in timesharing, on-line display systems, real time programming, data base 
management, information abstracti ng and cl assification, and remote 
telecommunications, as well as the appropriate taxonomy for the subject matter 
and an expertise in the sources of the information. 

However, the one technology underlying almost all of Informatics work is 
software, so the next section provides an elementary tutorial for the reader who 
many be unfamlliar with ft. The rest of this chapter -is divided into four 
sections covering the four major business areas of Informatics in 1982, and an 
epilogue describing the prelude to the company's involvement with the new world 
of the microcomputer. The four major areas are: 1) Professional Services, 2) 
Software Products, 3) Information Services, and 4) Data Services. These 
sections provide, for those readers unfamil iar with the subject. a general 
discussion of the company's technical capability in the four major genre of 
computer software services and products. Hence it is on an elementary level. 
Detailed i nformati on on spec ifi c appl i cati ons, products, projelcts, and market 
areas can be found in Chapters 6 through 12. However I to put the techno' ogy in 
context, brief summaries of many of these are given in this chapter. 
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5.2. WHAT IS SOFTWARE? 

Software is the combination of spec1fic programs and documentation that 
permi t the computer (the "hardware") to perform numerous and varied tasks and 
functions useful to its user. The computer is a fast, accurate, and reliable 
machine, but has no intell1gence of its own. Its has a built-in "machine 
language," internal "instructions," expressed in "binary"-a string of ones and 
zeros represented by states of electronic devices--that signify certain 
elementary functions the machine can perform. These provide a vocabulary of 50-
300 instructions used to designate the performance of such functions as adding. 
substracting, shifting, comparing, and branching to a different 'sequence of 
instructions. Underlying these instructions, in many computers_ is another 
level of micro-instructions, which change the state of the logical elements on 
the electronic chips which make up the processors. But that is beyond the scope 
of this discussion--indeed few programmers are even aware of the art of such 
microprogramming! 

As it comes from the factory, a general-purpose computer does not have any 
built-in ability to express in its "machine language" any useful combination of 
such instructions. Instead it is guided through any required sequence of 
functions by "programs," which are logical sets of coded machine instructions 
that allow the computelr to solve a particular problem required by its user. 

Programs are designed and written by "programmers" who first analyze the 
function or task to be performed and then design the sequence of instructions 
for the computer to follow. The programs may be written by the programmer in 
"assembly language" (a symbolic reprsentation, for use by humans, of machine 
language) which is translated into machine language by a program called an 
"assembler." More frequently, the programmer writes statements in a higher 
level language which is less detailed than an assembler and thus easier for the 
programmer to use. Such higher level statements are translated into machine
language code by other programs which are language translators, commonly known 
as compilers. There are a number of standard higher-level languages used for 
programming (such as FORTRAN, COBOL, PLll, PASCAL and BASIC) that come in 
various dialects, subsets and supersets for use with various conlputers. 

Prograllll'ling requires considerable analytical skill, creativiity, attention to 
detail, and problem-solving ability. The programmer must ident:1fy the specific 
steps the computer mlJst do to perform a task, order these steps in proper 
sequence and in some optimal combination, and code them using the proper 
vocabul ary for the 1 anguage that is goi ng to be 1 nterpreted to 1;he computer. As 
might be expected, the initial version of the program is of1~en replete with 
conceptual errors in overall design, intellectual errors in logic, and clerical 
errors in combining the intricate symbols (words, letters, numbers, and 
punctuation) in accordance with the complex and unforgiving laws of the language 
being used. Discovering all these errors and correcting them (known as 
"debugging") is a major part of the progammer's skills. It is an arduous 
intellectual task, requiring a high order of intellectual puzzle-solving 
abil ity. 

The "appl icati on" program created by the programmer to do what the user 
wants done, normally has to Ifi nterface" (communicate, coordi nate and 1 nteract) 
with other programs and systems (which adds complexity to the job). Almost 
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always it must interface with "systems programs," executive control programs 
resi dent in the computer which are used for shepherding appl ication programs 
through the computer, scheduling them, initiating and terminating them, sending 
commands to input and output peripheral devices such as disc storage, tape 
drives, pri nters and terminal s, and monitoring the overan performance of the 
computer system to detect errors or problems in both the hardwa_reand the 
programs that are bei ng used. These "operati ng system" programs al so perform 
other "services"for application programs, such as allocating memory space in 
the comput.er's main ,m~ory and peripheral storage devices, formatting data on 
magnetic media so it can be properly read and stored, and linking and loading 
related programs so they can be run at the appropriate time. The appl kation 
programmer is also assisted by a large library of enabling fl1systems" software, 
such as compilers and assemblers, debugging· aides, sor'ting and. merging 
functions, database management, and 1 i brary fil ing and mai ntEmance programs. 

As noted above, the operati ng systems programs and supporti ng enabl i ng 
libraries are usually referred to as "systems" software while the "user" 
programs that perform very specific tasks or functions (such as the processing 
of payroll checks or the searching of data bases for a specialized purpose) are 
generally known as "appl icati ons" software. Sometimes an application program 
looks to a programmer very much like a systems program:; for exampl e, a 
communication application would require the skills in machine language possessed 
by a systems programmers, whereas a general ledger application would not. 

Conversely, a general ledger application requires that its programmer have 
an understanding of the nuances of finanCial systems that are of no interest to 
systems programmers. Both appl ications and systems softwalre can be custom 
created for a specific function or computer system or installation or they can 
be standardized ready-to-use programs that can be used by numerous customers who 
use the same type of computer system and have the same need for a function to be 
performed. In the latter case they are called "software products." Sometimes, 
however, a software product must be modified or enhanced to fit the particul ar 
computer configuration (the environment of specific types of computer equipment 
connected to each other and operating under the control of a :specific operating 
system) and/or any unusual requi rements or characteri sti cs of the functi on the 
program is to perform. 

Informatics designs, creates, and installs both systems and applications 
software which can be custom built or can be a standard softwure product. This 
software 15 produced for a variety of computer systems and applications, 
although the majority of it is produced for use on computers produced by IBM. 
This is primarily because IBM is the largest computer systems manufacturer and 
the majority of computer installations use its machines. The IBM computer 
market is therefore a 1 arge one and provi des by far the 'I argest number of 
potential customers for a software company like InformatiCS. Since IBM has 
trad1tionally (until 1982 when production of the IBM Personal Computer began) 
made mostly "mai nframes" (1 arge-scal e canputer systems), which are used to 
simul taneously perform a number of compl ex, large-vol ume cOl1'lprehensive tasks, 
the vast majority of software work perfonned by Informatics has been for IBM 
mai nframes used by bus i nesses and government agenci es. Recently, however, 
Informatics has produced software for use by mini and micr'ocomputers. The 
company has also offered automated information and data processing services 
based on the software it has produced.(4) 
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5.3. PROFESSIONAL SERVICES 

In the computer services industry, "professional services" refers to 
software system analysis and design, custom prograrrrning, and consulting provided 
to meet the specific needs of specific customers. Informatics began business by 
providing professional services and has frequently used this highly profitable 
and comparatively risk-free line of bu!siness to identify and design software 
products. It has used the know-how and opportunity provided by custom 
programming contracts to fund the financially risky development. acquisition, 
and marketing of software products. Informatics specialties in professional 
services have historically been large-sc:ale real time communication and on-line 
display applications and applications development services in the area of 
business management. In its early years, Informatics consulting servicos 
involved hardware eval uation for computer systems manufacturers and needs
assessment studies for customers planning to develop and install large-scale or 
unique computer systems and applications. Unusual examples include conceiving, 
designing, and implernenting the first Control and Reproducibility Monitor in 
1965 (a .systems program for IBM during 1965 to isolate and reproduce errors in 
the System/360 operati ng systems) and. in 1967, performing long-range pl annin!~ 
and design studies for the Advanced Naval Tactical Command and Control System 
for the United States Navy. In the latter contract, Informatics evaluated long
range r'equi rements, performed techno' ogy assessment, prepared systems 
specificcltions, and produced the implementation plan for the Navy and Marine 
Corps. By and large, however, most of Informatics professional services effo'rts 
have been in the areas of systems deSign and programming services. Its 
capabilities in these areas are discussed below. 

5.3.1 Beal Tim@ Systems 

Real-time systems are those computer applications in which data is processed 
simultaneously as it 1s created and 1nput into the computer-·-there is a near 
instantaneous result or output in response to the input. Such instantaneous 
response is mandatory when the input comes from and the outpu1: goes to another 
piece of equipmentl such as a tracking radar or a high-speed device which the 
computer is controlling. Infonnat1cs was formed in 1962 with a specializat'lon 
and prior experience (gained by its founders from previous w()rk experience at 
Ramo-Wooldridge Corporation) in real real time applications when such SystE3ftlS 
were at the forefront of computer technology. Among the earliest and mc)st 
pioneering efforts in real time systems perfor:med by Informatics were pr'ojects 
conducted for the United States Navy Pacific Mi ssil e Range, thl3 Office of Naval 
Research of the United States Navy, NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, and IBM 
Federal Systems Division at NASA's Johnson Space Center. 

The epitome of such early real time systems was exempl ified by Infonnatics 
work with the Pacific Missile Range. This project was obtained from the Navy in 
early 1963 for the systans design and implementation of a mult1-canputer raciar 
tracking anti-missile software system. It involved a series of ten 
georgraphically separated radar tracking stations on the Cal1fc)rnia coast, ectch 
with its own computer. The purpose of the system was to provi dE3 the Navy a telst 
environment to simultaneously detect incOOling "attack" misslles by continuC)us 
input of radar data, perform automatic aircraft vectoring, analyze trajectories, 
and compute the neces:sary trajectories and guidance data for "anti-attack" 
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missiles launched against the flying targets. This system provided the 
equivalent of a modern warfare shooting range for the purpose of developing an 
anti-missile defense system with many times greater accuracy and spee!d than the 
then current defense system for the Navy. 

Also performed for the Navy (Office of Naval Research) under subcontract to 
General Instruments Corporation was Infonnatics efforts on the Sonar Array 
Subsystem (SASS) , better known as Pr()j ect Honey, starti ng i n Au!~ust 1963. 
Informat1 cs perfonned software. system des; gn, progranming, and impl ementation 
for a computerized real time sonar detection and mapping system installed aboard 
a naval research ship for the purpose of automatically generating maps of the 
ocean floor for submarine warfare intelligence use. Company personnel were 
responsible for installing the _~stem and field testing it while on cruise with 
the Navy. ,"," 

During 1964 Informatics became subcontractor to IBM Federal Systems Division 
to provide progranming services to NASA's Jc)hnson Space .Center near Houston, 
Texas. In this capacity the company was responsible for missic)n control 
progranming efforts in support of the Gemini and Apollo spacEI missions in the 
area of computer control for launch abort, orbit, rendezvous and r~e-entry 
spacecraft procedures. Additional aerospace projects were peformed for NASA at 
the Jet Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena, California, where Infor"matics 
provided real time systems design and progranming services in suport of the 
Viking, Pioneer F and Mariner satellite missions. These projects were per"formecl 
continuously since 1966 and included the Viking Computer Command Subsystem (CSS) 
Test Program to provide hardware test and system checkout for the Viki ng 
satel1fte; the Deep Space Net (oSN) Simulaticm System Program to provide real 
time simulation of a deep space station and training support for the 1971 
Mariner Mars mission and Pioneer F missions; the Telemetry and Command Multiple
Mission software package to provide telemetry <satellite communications) data 
handling for Pioneer F space missions performed for scientific infonnation 
gathering beyond the orbit of Mars; the Mariner Viking Mars (~4VM) '73 COMGEN 
Program in support of the Mariner 1969,1971, and 1973 space mlissions; and the 
Viking Spacecraft Data Systems Simulation Study to develop requirements for a 
software system to generate and evaluate clDlMland sequences for the Viking 
spacecraft data system. 

Other advanced reell time systems were deSigned and installed by Informatics 
for the United States Army as subcontractor to Litton Industries for the TACFIRE 
project a.nd for the NASA Ames Research Center. The TACFIRE project, performed 
in 1968, involved the development of software for a mobile minicomputer
controll ed fiel d arti" 1 ery system which prov; ded fiel d commanders a system to 
expedite decisions in planning and executing artillery missions, perfonn 
automated artillery cCllculations, and transmit target intelligence and' messages 
using digital and voice communications. Work for Ames Research Center has 
involved real time systems in support of the world"s largest complex of wind 
tunnels for aeronautical research and to control a large airborne telescope for 
unique astronautical observations.(S) 

5.3.2 

This technology comprises terminal-oriented data processing applications, 
usually called "on-line, in which users commun'!cate directly with the computers 
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by entering data at a keyboard, causing the computer to display responses to the 
user on a cathode-ray tube (CRT), a television-type device. Such on-line 
systems by thei I'" nature are also real time systems since tile user expects and 
does receive an immediate response. But they have a technology all their own 
which is required to achieve the optimal results from man-machine interaction, 
and, in busi ness data processing, to handl e immediately all the consequences of 
each transaction as it occurs (as described in Section 5.6.5). 

Microcomputers of the 1980's have made on-line computing commonplace and 
have formed the general public's current notion of computers and data processing 
as on-line systems. But in the early 1960's on-line systems were state-of-the
art applications and considered in the forefront of developing computer 
technology. Informatics was one of the earliest pioneers in developing and 
perfecting on-line and man-machine inter'face computer software systems, helping 
to develop the "menus" so carmon in today's microcomputers. Thi s work was 
performed using the first display systems available and involved designing the 
conventions by which users and computers would communicate with each other. 
Eventually, Informatics work in providing custom systems design and programming 
for on-line systems would lead to the development of software products for the 
implementation of on-line displays for applications for the full range of large
scale, mini- and microcomputers. 

Advanced and pioneering on-line display and inquiry systems were designed, 
programmed, and impl emented by Informatics for the National Military Command 
System Support Center (NMCSSC), the United States Air Force's Rome Air 
Development Center (RADC), the Strategic Ai I'" Command (SAC), the United States 
Army's Surveillance Research Laboratory, and the U.S. State Department. 
Informatics on-line systems efforts began with NMCSSC in 1963. The NMCSSC was 
the highest ranking military data processing installation reporting directly to 
the Joint Chiefs of Staff of the combined armed services, the Secretary of 
Defense, and the President. The purpose of the center was to provide up-to-the
minute status reporting pertaining to military manpower requirements, equipment 
and resources, troop movements, and damage assessment. 

The precursor agency to NMCSSC was the Department of Defense Damage 
Assessment Center (DODDAC), established to record and monitor potential damage 
resulting from a nuclear attack. For it, some of the country's earliest work in 
important applications using on-line systems was done at Ramo-I~ooldridge in the 
period 1958-1962. While at Ramo-Wooldridge, Sauer and his colleagues were 
responsible for systems design, programming and implementation of the OODDAC 
computer system. This experience enabled Informatics to obtain several major 
contracts with NMCSSC beginning in 1963 to provide on-line display real time 
i nqui ry to permit NMCSSC to interrogate subordi nate computer reporti ng and 
control systems for the separate military branches and immediately retrieve 
required information. This system involved the use of the Bunker-Ramo SR-85 
display terminal to respond to inquiries via its keyboard. Initially intended 
only for experimental use in an information retrieval system originally designed 
for card input and printer output, the BR-BS display system rapidly replaced 
cards and pri nters and became the primary input device for the mil itary data 
base inquiries and system control data entries of that era. 

8eg1 nni ng in 1963, Informatics undertook contracts for RADe on projects for 
a Display Oriented Compiler Usage System (OOCUS), an Integrated Image Processing 
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System (INTIPS), and a system for the Mobile Wing Reconnaisance Technical 
Squadron (MWRTS). Initially called DOrS, DOCUS was conceived and developed by 
Werner Frank. It demonstrated a methode)' ogy 'for computer users to sol ve day-to
day problems in an on-line environme,nt by compiling various predet,erm1ned 
computer programs at the display terminal. Informatics treated the terminals 
"as general purpose stored program canputers and demonstrated that 1 anguage and 
procedures for thei r use can transcend specific hardware" by developing a 
display procedure language. This approach was unique in that it was based on 
generality. The various elements which comprise the heart of thesystE~m were 
"fundamentally independent of a particular display/query console or canputer" 
and user friendly by allowing users to "extEmd and modify the program without 
recourse to professional programmers" by dirE~ct inputs at the terminal. This 
effort allowed Informatics Eastern Operatins to conceive and design the 
DISPlAYALL software product during 1969 which prov'fded easy implementa1;ion ()f 
on-line displays syst-ems for large-scale cc)mputers. This is an example ()f 
technology that originated in Informatics. But it was too early for commercial 
exploitation; the technology developed here did not become widespread unt'fl many 
years later, when IBM popularized it wfth its first Display Management System. 

On the INTIPS project' Informatics designed and implemented the, eXI:3cutive 
control program for a large-scale integratlad multiple-computer surveillance 
information and image processing system. MWRTS was an airborne portablein-the
field computer system designed and implemen'ted by Informatics in support of 
field reconnaissance and photo intrepretation activities. INTIPS and MWRTS were 
the first efforts to automate military photo interpretation operations tC) speed 
up the processing and analysiS of surveillance imagery. TheSl6 systems allowed 
photo intrepreters to automatically retrieve, classify, and store past and 
current photographic images and information from numerous recoMaisance fl ights 
for purposes of cOll~parison to identify "enemy" movements clnd operations. 
Informatics also de~)igned and installed a Visual Analysis Subsystem which 
provided on-line information retrieval, surveillance analysis, and! file 
maintenance for the StrategiC Air Command of the Air Force during 1965. Thi~; 
was a uSler-oriented system which permitted users to enter commands in English·· 
like tenninology, allowing them to update and store specific systems displays as 
required. 

For the United States Army Personnel Research Office and Surveillance 
Laboratory, Informatics designed and implemented, in 1965, on-line display 
systems for ergonomiC studies of display use, one of the earl iest Ejfforts at 
maki ng a computer "user-fri endly." Informati cs al so des; gned, progrclmlned, and 
implemented an Automated Inquiry System for the United States State Department. 
Work on this project began in 1965 and involvE!d developing an 'International on-
1 i ne query system permitti ng United States consul atl~s and embassies throughout 
the world to retrieve necessary passport and visa 'Information (In individuals. 
This project involved developing interfaces fc)r worldwide telec:ommnications and 
establishing a large data base stored on disc files.(6) 

Throughout the years Informatics has continued its on-line development work 
not just by producingr software products that permit implement,ation of on-line 
display systems, but also by producing other products and s~~rvices that are 
based on on-line displays and inquiry systems. The majority of systems created 
by Informatics Informat'lon Services, discussed in Section 5.5, involve on-line 
information data bases that pennit users of information services to search and 
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retrieve needed information. Informatics Software Products has developed on
line versions of batch-oriented file mairltenance software products. such as MARK 
IV, and more on-line oriented products sl,;lch as MARK V, lRANS IV, INQUIRY/IMS cl.nd 
Answer/DB. Another illustration of the evolution of on-line technology was the 
development of MINI MARC (described in Section 11.6.3). In the latter case, 
Informatics while providing professiona"( services for NSAS's Goddard library, 
saw the need for a small computer system to improve productivity in the 
acquisition and cataloging of books. and developed and marketed a solution to 
the problem. 

5.3.3 

In 1967 Informatics was selected by Dean Witter and Company to design C:lnd 
install a complete automated back-office brokerage house accounting system. lrhe 
functions of the system included communications with branch offices, processing 
of stock purchases and sales transactions, computation of stock margins, 
maintenance of security records, and generation of dividend statements and fail 
notices. The back--office system was able to route buy or sell stc)ck 
transact; ons to the floors of both the New York and American Stock ExchangE~s, 
route them back after execution, compute commissions, taxes, fees, and costs of 
the trade, and send confirmation to the customer while recording data for the 
exchange clearing houses and preparing daily reports on trading activity for the 
whole company and its branches. Later, under a marketing arrangement with DE!an 
Witter, the software was offered for sale for a price of $750,000 under the nelme 
of SECURITIES IV for i nsta 11 ati on on the 1 a rger IBM System 360 computers at 
other brokerage houses. Three modules or major subsystems of the back-office 
accounti ng system--the margi n system, the stock record system, and the fail 
system--were also offered separately. Though several brokeragEl firms seriously 
consi dered purchase, none di d so, and the offeri ng was withdrawl'. (7) 

Informatics has also performed professional services for both major stock 
exchanges. For the American Stock Exchange (ASE), the company developed 50 
programs on a GE 415 computer for a fully automated clearin9 and settlement 
system for use by the ASE Clearing Corporation and the National Over-The-Counter 
Cl earing Corporation. For the New York Stock Exchange, Informat1 cs designed 
and programmed a Central Certificate System which was planned tiD e1 iminate the 
need for issuing stock certificates. Both of these projects wore undertaken in 
1968. Informatics has also provided financial systems to bclnks. For First 
National City Bank of New York it developed an internaticna"l funds transfer 
system. 

5.3.4 

In 1964 Informatics entered the communications software mariket, which by its 
nature involves real time processing. The company obtained a subcontract w'ith 
Univac Corporation to design and program communications softw·are for a larHe
scale computerized communicati ons system being installed for the General 
Services Administration of the United States Government. The project was 
performed successfully and rapi dly led to an approximately $;500,000 contract 
with Western Union for the systems design and programming of Western Union's 
commercial nationwide computerized message-switching and control system to 
handle Telex, TWX, telegraph and facsimile transmissions.(S) 
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This successful performance for Western Union allowed Informatics to gain 
superior expertise in programming computerized data communications systems and 
firmly established it in the marketplace as a systems designer for such large
scale communications "switches." This reputation led to a number of additional 
custom designed "message-switching" contracts. In 1967 Informatics obtained a 
subcontract from RCA, who had the prime contract from the State of California, 
for the design and implementation for the California Law Enforcement 
Telecommunications System which provided on-line computer telecommunications 
among the state's Highway Patrol offices, other local law enforcement agencies, 
the California Department of Justice,. and the Depal'"tment of Motor Vehicles in 
Sacramento. It was still operational in 1982.(9) 

For the Federal Reserve Bank of New York. Informatics assisted in planning 
the automation of the Bank's data handling system including the implementation 
of several large-scale computer systems. Of these the most important was a 
dupl~x configuration message-switching system for which Informatics recommended 
and assisted the bank in procuring Xerox Sigma 5 computers to provide 
transmission facilities and transaction processing for the Bank's money transfer 
system, which handled 80 percent of the dollar volume of the U.S. Federal 
Res~rve System. Obviously, this required a highly reliable hardware/software 
system. The money bei ng transferred had to bal ance to the penny each day. 
Hence the system could not tolerate any errors; in particular, lost messages 
could create chaos in the Nation's banking operations. The system was designed 

. and cut over to routi ne operation between 1968 and 1970. With evol utionary 
upgrades in the hardware. the system has functioned with great success up to 
this writing in 1982. From it was derived the ICS IV Communications Systems, an 
integrated "turnkey" product, discussed in Sections 5.4.3 and 11.6.2.(10) 

"Turnkey" initially referred to a custom designed, programmed, installed. 
and implemented computer system for a specific application or purpose which was 
then turned over ready-to-use for the customer to operate. Turnkey systems 
usually include the selection and supplying of just the right hc:lrdware equipment 
to support the application and always includes training of customer personnel to 
operate and use the system. Herei n we use "i ntegrated turn~(ey" to mean a 
hardware and software system which can either be a product or a custom-made 
system. Informatics has developed and installed a variety of integrated turnkey 
systems. The first of these was the IeS IV Communications System. 

5.4 SOFTWARE PRODUCTS 

Informatics was one of the first two computer software companies to sell in 
any si gn ifi cant quantity standardized computer programs as off-the-shel f 
products which could meet the common needs of a large number of computer users 
and potential customers. The company's first software product was MARK IV, 
which was announced in 1967. Informatics was founded with the intend~d strategy 
to develop and se1l "proprietary software packages"--products··-which could be 
used in multiple appl ications and computer installations and thereby sell fn 
volume. So from its beginning, Informatics has always sought out ccmputer 
software and application needs to identify, design. and produce software 
products to serve a variety of customers to "fulfill the cemputer's premise," a 
slogan that the company used for several years. 
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Since 1967 Informatics has developed or acquired and marketed a variety of 
,software products, becoming the recogniz'ed leader in this field. Most of these 
products are for large-scale ccmputer systems. particularly for large 18.M 
computers (llmai nframes") which are the mc)st preval ent busi ness computers. These 
are described in detail in Chapter 11. The technology underlying the canpany's 
mainframe software products can be divided into four major areas: 1) 
implementation systems products; 2) file maintenance and infonnation retrieval 
products; 3) other systems products; and 4) application products. 

5.4.1 

Impl ementat10n systems products, a name coi ned by Informatfcs and used for 
several years, are those software pl'''oducts designed to aid professional 
programmers develop computer appl icati ems. Today they are commonly called 
appl ication development systems. They differ fran appl1cation products which 
are des; gned to support a specific function or perform a specific task that a 
user requi res, for exampl e, the procElssi ng of payroll, the monitori ng of 
inventory levels, or the preparation of personalized letters for mass mail ings. 

The first implementation system product that was created by Informatics was 
MARK IV, which is also a file management and retrieval product. MARK IV is a 
batch-oriented system which permits the easy generation, updating and 
maintenance of master files (on any secondary storage supported by the Operating 
System), and the generation of many types of reports needed by th.a user. If the 
"updating" of the files involves extensive processing, MARK IV functions as a 
true implementation product. On the other hand, if little or no transformation 
of the diata is required, MARK IV functions as an information retrieval and 
reporting product. 

The innovative technology of MARK IV was invented in the early 1960's to 
bring into practice the (previously) "impossible dream" of making the canputer 
much easier to use, even by non-programmers. The external design involved a set 
of standardized forms with multiple-chofce answers and boxes to check, which 
enabled either professional programmers or casual computer USl9rs to implement 
quickly file creation, information retrieval. report genercltion, and data 
processing applications which otherwise would require tedious, lengthy and 
error-prone custan progralllTling efforts. The internal architecture of the system 
of programs which converted these forms into complex computer code was also, in 
many ways, an innovative technology. Versions of MARK IV including many 
optional special features have been made available for the IBM 360 family, the 
RCA Spectra 70, some Univac canputers, and, of course, an the ccmputers 
designed by other companies which would run the programs dev4aloped for those 
orfginal models. 

The advantages that MARK IV offered when it was fi rst devel c'ped were poi nted 
out by .John Postley. J\s the "father" of MARK IV, he may be forgiven the slight 
hyperbole in the following, written in 1965: 

With Infonnati cs present fil e management systems (MARK IV and 
its prototypes), reduction in the elapsed time (from when the 
problem is conceived in the mind of the manager to 'lthen the 
problem is ready to run on thE~ computer) by 50 or 100:1 is 
considered average. Reduction of 1000:1 or more under certain 
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circumstances would not be surprising. Thus, designing in one 
day an application that might take a week to program is 
probably a minimal savings, one hour of filling out forms 
instead of one to three weeks of programming is average, and 
completing forms in an hour for a problem that might take six 
months to program is entirely feasible. 

The applicability of the generalized file management concept to 
the preparation of reports and analyses is increasingly 
evident. Independent of the type of ,data in any particular 
application, such systems can provide listings, quantity and 
dollar totals by category, extensions, and an almost unlimited 
variety of summaries and analyses for operation and management 

,use. Management can use these systems directly without 
becoming programmers themsel ves. Informatics six years of 
experience in developing and using generalized file management 
systems now makes computers a truly effective management 
tool. (11) 

Everything that Postley says above is true--but only for very simple 
applications. In order for MARK IV to be effective in developing complex 
systems, it requi red the skill of a professional MARK IV programmer--which 
Informatics was happy to supply, and out of which grew profitable professional 
services business. Nevertheless, the ease of use of MARK IV by noncomputing 
professionals, the available special features, the rapidity with which new user 
applications can be implemented on the computer by skilled professional MARK IV 
programmers, and the popularity of IBM System/360 and System 370 computers has 
made MARK IV, by 1982, the largest selling (by other than IBM) large-scale 
system software product in the world with over 2,500 installations to that time. 

During the 1970's Informatics developed special features for MARK IV which 
allowed systems to be implemented on-line without manual completion of forms but 
with the end result being batch-oriented applications. Late in 1981 the company 
made the long-expected announcement of MARK V, an implementation system product 
for applications oriented to on-line transaction processing. Initially it was 
available only for development in a batch mode for on-line systems in the 
environment of IMS, IBM's data base management and data communicaticms system. 
Later versions were to provide on-line development for IMS applications and for 
applications to run under CICS, IBM's other data communications system. 

Other implementation systems products of Informatics, at various times in 
its history, include DISPLAYALL, CL*IV, SERIES IV, TRANS IV, and TAPS. 
DISPLAYALL was developed in 1968 to pennit the design and implementation of 
custom displays for specific on-line applications. It was designed for use in 
large-scale systems. CL*IV, acquired in 1972, was a COBOL preprocessor product 
which produced programs written in COBOL for subsequent compiling. SERIES IV 
was acqui red in 1978. It permitted the imp' ementat10n of very sophi sticated 
data input systems on the Digital Equipment Corporation PDP/11 series of 
computers. TRANS IV was acquired by the company in 1978 to provide a temporary 
product offering until MARK V was ready to permit on-line imp'lementation of on
line applications in a CICS environment. TAPS was acquired irl 1980 clnd pennits 
the implementation of on-line systems for mini and microcomputers, as well as 
the 360. Over the years, some products which were failures in the marketplace 
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because of sh~inking markets and/or technological obsolescence were 
discontinued; for example, DISPLAYALL, Cl*IV, and SERIES IV. 

5.4.2 

Information retrieval and report;n~J software products (which usually have 
some file management capability) are those which help the user (who is 
frequently not a professional programm1er) in the creation, updating, storclge, 
and especially retrieval of specific information from computer data flles. MARK 
IV, discussed above, when used Simply, falls into this category. (When its 1Full 
potential is used, it is an implementation systems product.) Answer/Z and 
Answer/DB, derived from MARK IV, and INQUIRY IVIIMS, are fil e management and 
infonnation retrieval and reporting products which are designed to be even 
easier to use than MARK IV for cer·ta1n applications in certain computer 
operating environments. 

MARK IV and i1:s descendants work with structured fil es. But much 
infonnation is expli"essed in the unstructured text of natural language. 
Informatics was OnE! of the leaders in the technology of handl ing :such 
infonnation in the computer. For this purpose it has developed RECON IV, a very 
sophistiicated system for data base creation, updating and on-line search and 
retrievcll, for data which is expressed in natural language (e.g., English). 
RECON IV was developed by Informatics Information Systems and Services bet111'een 
1968-1970, based on a previous simpler version, for use by NASA in its 
Scientific Technical Information Facility, which was operated by Informatics. 
It has been used by the company to implement and maintain large data bases and 
information clearinghouse services such as TOXLINE, ENVIRON, and POPINFORM. In 
1973 Informati cs began offering REC~ IV as a propri etary product to support 
data base management and 1 nqui ry. It prov1 ded the foundat'r on for and is an 
indispensible tool for the company's very profitable 11tiflation infonnation 
management services business. The technology encompasses not only RECON IV and 
its use, but the intellectual skills necessary to design the data base, and the 
management technique:s involved in physically handling and organizing very large 
numbers of source documents. 

5.4.3 

Informatics first product in the area of communications was a hybrid, 
baSically an application product and yet largely composed of what most 
programmers would call systEmS programs. As discussed in Section 5.3.4. based 
on its prior custom services work for the General Services Admi ni stration and 
Western Union, Informatics. during 1969, designed and developed the ICS IV/SOO 
corrmunications system which included both hardware and software for computerized 
message switching. This was a large-scale communications system that had the 
capacity to perform, in real time, applications processing on the data being 
transmitted. It was initially developed as a custom system for' the Federal 
Reserve Bank of New York, and subsequently was sol d as a product to Dun & 
Bradstreet, General Foods. Japan National Railroad, and KDD, the Japanese 
communications organization. These were all highly successful installations. 
The IeS IV was the "Rolls Royce" of message switching, and priced accordingly. 
So there were very few potential customers. 
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Competition was fierce from under-priced systems on the emerging 
mi n1 computers. Most of these compE~titors eventually were unprofitabl e and 
disappeared, but in 1971 Informatics believed it was necessary to match their 
offerings. So in early 1972 Inforll~atics obtained a $165,000 contr'act from 
Bankers Trust Company for message s,,;tching for an automated money transfer 
system on the ICS IV/250, which was to be a minicomputer version of the ICS 
IV/SOO, to "provide the controlled entry and recording of domestic and foreign 
transfers, confidence in the timely pr10cessing of the transactions, and accurate 
reporting of position and status for customer or management inquiry purposes." 
But later when the Bank got around to specifying the load on the system, it 
would have to handle 600,000 domestic and one million foreign currency transfer 
transactions, each requiring extensive processing in real time. Such a load 
required major upgrading of the initial hardware. The Bank refused to fund such 
expenses 'and the project was abandoned. By now it had become evi dent that the 
market for message-switching systems was far smaller than initally estimated, so 
Informatics withdrew from that business after several years of pirofitable 
operations.(12) 

When the ICS IV was used to communicate with an IBM 360-type complIJter, the 
1 atter needed a very sophi sticated program called a "commumications rnonitor. n 

In thei early 1970's, IBM did not supply one with the proper charactleristics. 
The best available was INTERCOMM, supplied by Progranming Methods Inc. (PM!), so 
the company acquired a marketing licensE~ from PMI, but never siold one. 
Ironically, in 1975 Informatics acquired Programning Methods, Inc., and thus 
obtai ned .full titl e, not only to INTERCOMM, but al so to BETACOMM and I'UNICOMM. 
BETACOMM and MINlCOMM were separate computerized communications monitor products 
created for smaller size 360 systems and operating system environments. After 
several years of margi nal market performance, Informati cs divested itsel f of 
these products and left the communications market in late 1978.(13) 

5.4.4 

Application products are those that alre uniquely deSigned to perform a 
partfcul ar function or task (an "appl ication") required by the computer user. 
Informcltics has developed a variety of application products particularly in the 
areas of accounting and life insurance. 

Informatics first venture into applications software products was in 1973 
when it acqui red flrom PRAXA two programs to process accounts receivabl e and 
accounts payable, which were written in MARK IV for use in a service bur·eau. It 
was necessary to c~,pletely reprogram them for sale as software products. They 
were sold to MARK IV users during the early 1970'~;, but were not very popular. 
The MARK IV accounting products have sincE~ been discontinued. One MARK IV 
application had a modest success. Initially it was an unsuccessful joint venture 
with SO.A. Leisdesdorf, a large public accounting firm, and was called AUDITALL. 
It was to provide support to the auditors of busi~ess financial records. Later 
it was reprogrammed by Informatics and sold profitably.(14) 

Informatics acquired its first major accounting application product, a 
General Ledger system. from Asystance. Inc. in 1973. Origina'ily written in PLil 
for a textile manufacturing company, Informatics converted it to COBOL. In 1975 
Accounts Payable and Accounts Receivable systems were purchased from Cexnputer 
Appl; ed Systems Company. The company improved and enhanced these packages and 
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developed all three into a product line known as ACCOUNTING IV. ACCOUNTING IV 
was sold for several years until its reputation was destroyed by the release to 
customers of a new version which had not been properly tested. The product line 
was sold in 1981. . 

An area of application product technology in which Informatics has been a 
leader is life insurance home office processing. IBM had dominated this market 
with its CFO product during the era of 1'ts 1400 series computers. For the IBM 
360 computer IBM developed AlIS, which was not too successful. Hence, most life 
insurance companies were using unsat~lsfactory. IBM 360 versions of CFO. 
Equimat1cs, the joint venture between Informatics and The Equitable, had 
products that were enhancements for CFO.. Most important was ISSUE-COMM which 
penn1tted on-1 i ne 1 nd1v1 dual insurance policy updat1ng and mai ntenancEI, and 
subsequent batch calculation and billing of premiums due. 

In 1973 Equ imati cs embarked upon a bol d software product desi gn effc)rt to 
create LIFE-COMM. This was a modular, highly advanced life insurance software 
product which provided all the processin9 functions needed by a life insurance 
business. It would provide on-line ter'fl'linals. direct access storage, clnd an 
integrated data base for multiple users. The system was developed over a t'.o 
year period with $1,500.000 sponsorhip from eight customers, and ultim,ately, 
approximately $2,500,000 additional investment from Equfmatics.Offered to the 
market in 1975, LIFE-COMM rap; dly became the 1 eading 1 He insurance proclessi ng 
software product. Full systems cost over S400,000 for the product and ab~:>ut as 
much for assistance in installation. It has produced substantial profits and 
has served as a basis for Informatics offering remote timesharing data services 
to insurance companies who were too small to purchase the entire system.<lS) 

Other products for 1 ife insurance companies are the Mortgage loan Systl:m aind 
the Stock and Bond System. Mortgage Loan is an appl ication product that cll1ol~s 
an insurance bus'f ness to control and monitor its various loan and mortgage 
investments, including the processing and generation of billing. Stock anl~ Bond 
is a portfolio management system for the control and processing of the insurance 
company's secur1ti es 1 nvestments. Both produce the reports in the stianda rd 
forms required by numerous regulatory agencies. 

Besides the major application products mentioned above, Informcltics h,as 
developed or acquired other application products; for example, PRODUCTICN IV, 
MINI MARC, and CSS, the Corporate Sharehol del" System. PRODUCTION IV w,as 
acquired in 1972 from Parsons & Williams, a Danish firm which had orig~[nal1y 

designed and marketed this product in Europe. PRODUCTION IV 1s a comprehensive, 
integrated and modul a.r production control software product for u~;e ; n 
manaufacturing. Its various modules provide autOOlation of functions related to 
master scheduling, resource planning, capacity allocation, material planning, 
inventory management, purchasing, shop schedu 1 i ng and control, cost contro'), and 
manufacturing data control. Designed to operate on IBM System/360 and "larger 
computers, PRODUCTION IV could be sold as separate modules for the perfor"manee 
of specific functions or in its entirety, as an integrated system. Inforil~atics 

updated the product for offering to the American manufacturing marketplaCE!. It 
sold a number of systems, but the market grew too slowly to fir:lancl; the 
modernization of the program necessary for the 1980 'so So it was phased C)ut ias 
a fully-supported offering. Informatics, however, still continues tC) slJPport 
PRODUCTION IV in terms of software rnai ntenancE~ and consul ti ng services. The 
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customers have funded many modernizing enhance~ments. As a resul t, in 198.2 there 
was a small but steady rate of sales of unsupported product modules.(16) 

MINI MARC was developed in 1975 tel enable a librarian to easily generate 
customized catalog cards. It ran on an 'Inexpensive minicomputer. Input Iwas the 
Library of Congress data about new publications. in their "MARC" format. on a 
floppy disc. The cataloger used a CRT to construct from these MARC records the 
exact form of catalog cards that his 1 ibrary needed. These were output on a 
disc and printed on cards or catalog listings. 

In 1975 when Informatics acquiredPMI, it acquired a license to sell an 
application product. the Corporate Shareholder System CCSS). It is ~1 fully 
automated system which provides complete contr'ol of all stockholder accounting 
functions. CSS is used to maintain shareholder records by banks which perform 
the function of registar and/or transfer agent for corporations with public 
shareholders. It is also used by the data processing departments of those 
corporations which perform these functions themselves. It turned out: to be 
highly successful; has been installed by more than 100 banks and corporations, 
and by 1982 had been used to process the stockholder records of more than 2.000 
major companies. 

5.5 INFORMATION SERVICES 

Information services is that part of Informatics business devoted to the 
collection. description. processing, organization, storage retrieval, 
dissemination, and general management of information about specific subjects 
which 1s required by researchers and government professionall and commercial 
organizations. In its Simplest form. it is data base management--the 
organization, maintenance. and storage and retrieval of various records or data 
which are rel ated tC) a given fiel d. Computers mayor may not be used, as 
appropri ate. However, Infonnati cs prov; des sl:lrvi ces bl:lyond data base 
management. It offers a full spectrum of i nformat; c:m resourCE~S management--not 
only to assist them in retrieval of specific information through on-line 
searches, the generation of indexes and abstracts of stored information but also 
systems design, OCR scanning, photocomposition, micrographic, clnd other services 
to dissE~m;nate this information to users through on-line terminals, printed 
matter or microfiche. When appropriate, Informatics provides informatil::ln 
facilities management services to collect, process. and distribu'te the 
information on behalf of the customer at the customer's site. 

Informatics entered the information services business in 1968 ,then. in a 
joint venture with Information DynamiCS Inc., it won a facilities management 
contact to operate NASA's Technical and Scientific Information Facility. From 
this simple beginning, there developed a wide range of expertise and capability 
leading to numerous prestigeous contacts and several new marke1:s. The company's 
technological capabillity in information services can be divided into three 
general service areas which are often combi neld together for the performance of 
specific projects. These are information facilities management. data base 
design and management, and information dissemination. 
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5.5.1 Informa ti on Faci 1 it; es f1anagement 

Information facll ities management f s simply the service of managing and 
operating the customer's information processing equipment and facilities at the 
customer's site. This is in contrast to turnkey systems where computer systems 
are designed and installed and then turned over, ready-to-use, to the customer 
to operate by itself with its own staff. Information facilities management may 
or may not include the development of new applications, but has the benefit of 
provi ding the customer w.ith the experti se of professional information 
sCientists, programmers, and equipment operators without the, overhead and 
expense of recruiting and training them or managing the information processing 
operations. . 

Informatics acquired its first information facilites management contract in 
1968when NASA held a competition to select a contractor to manage its 
Scientific and Technical Information Facll ity (NASA STIF) in College Park, 
Maryland. NASA STIF serves as a reference center for collecting, indexing, 
abstracting, and disseminating literature on space technology and related 
subjects for use by NASA and its contractors. Informati cs rol e with NASA STIF 
incl uded the design of an on-11 ne bibl iographic data base, computer-assisted 
abstracting of literature, implementation of an on-line reference and retrieval 
service, and the distribution of requested indexes, abstract~;, bibliographies, 
and reprints of literature in hard copy and microfiche. PI~ov1sion of these 
services requires expertise in library science, computer technology, 
photocompostion, and micrographics. 

Informatics successful performance for NASA STIF has led to other 
information facllities management contracts i'nvolving both information 
management services and data processing services. In the infol~ation management 
area, the canpany has operated information clearinghouse systems on alcohol 
treatment centers for the National Institute of Alcohol Abuse i~nd Alcoholism and 
on Faml1y Pl anning Centers for the Department of Heal th and HUfl1an Resources. In 
information clearinghouse services, Informatics usually maintclins, updates, and 
manages a computer data base for a government agency, which is made available to 
users via printed periodicals, monographs, etc., or via telecommunications. In 
the latter case, the subscription pays for the instal1ati()n of an on-line 
terminal and the assigning of passwords, instructions, and training to permit 
the user to access and use the data base. The user is al so charged for actual 
computer time and te'lephone charges while using the system. On some occasions 
Informatics has assumed responsibility for marketing the system to users and 
providing training for its use as necessary.(17) 

5.5.2 Data Base Design and Manggernent 

Informatics has designed and implemented on-line data basEls in the areas of 
space research, popUlllt10n research, environmental control, and medical research 
and services. The more significant data bases designed and implemented by 
Informatics have included: 

1. NASA STIF: Performed for the National Aeronautical and Space 
Administration between 1968 and 1978 to manage an on"'1ine'data 
base of techni cal literature on space expl orat1 on anej research 
involoving 20 million records, 800,000 journal articles, 75,000 
additional titles per year, and 12;000 searches and requests 
for information per month. 
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2. POPINFORM: Performed for the United States pepartment of 
Agriculture beginning in 1970 to provide on-line data on 
worldwide population research. 

3. TOXlINE: Performed for the United States National Library of 
Medicine between 1971 and 1973 to implement and manage an on
line data base containing 200,000 abstracts on pesticides, 
toxi city studies, pof sons, adverse drug reacti ons, 
environmental pollutants, and biochemicals for subscription use 
by the general publ,c. 

4. ENVIRON: Performed for the United States Envi ronmental 
Protection Agency beginning in 1972 to provide storage and 
retrieval in 225 subject categories in the areas of EPA 
research projects, water quality monitoring, oil and hazardous 
materials, noise levels and effects, and pollutants. 

5. EXCERPTA MEDICA: A commercial on-line data base collection and 
retrieval service offered to the public in 1973 and 
discontinued in 1975 to provide international medical 
bibl iographic references to the medical profession and 
industry, based upon the hard copy international bibliographic 
reference Excerpta Medica. 

6. NATIONAL CANCER RESEARCH DATA BANK: Performed for the National 
Cancer Institute to collect data and implement a data ·base on 
worl dw i de cancer reseach to provi de a· catalog of NCI systems 
and services, the directory of individuals and organizations 
offeri ng research and treatment, the i nternati ona 1 r1lgi ster of 
tumor immunotheraphy, and to publish progress reports of cancer 
research and its results. 

In 1975 the company applied this technology to the private sector. It 
desi gned and bu 11 t a data base of the documents perti nent to anti-trust and 
product liability litigation for the Petroleum Research Group, which was 
composed of lawyers representing a number of major oil companies. Out of this 
effort grew a highly profitable business in litigation information management 
where Informati cs is the domi nant company, supporting l1tigators in 1 awsuits 
which involve large quantities of documents. Though it is not properly called a 
"technology," Informatics has developed unique management techniques for rapidly 
mobilizing, for each lawsuit, large temporary staffs of paNt-professionals to 
build such data bases in time to be useful by trial date. Out of this has grown 
another business in the legal field, the supplying of tur'nkey systems for 
automated management of the admi ni strative and operati onal aspects of 1 aw 
offices. 

To support the development and management of these data bases, Informatics 
has developed its own proprietary software for the creation and retrieval of 
information from them.. These software products include RECON IV which provides 
on-line search and retrieval based upon user specified index terms and phrases~ 

and its two supporting products~ STIMS IV which permits data bclse implementation 
by batch methods, and ITSO IV which helps to manage the data base on-line. 
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5.5.3 Informat1Qn~~mjnation 

This is another type of business that grew out of the technology developed 
at NASA STIF. In addition to designing and implementing specific data bases. 
Informatics also provides the processing and distribution of information 
generated from or stored in these data bases. This has generally occurred in 
two ways. One is mi croform pub 11 sh; n~" or the product; on of stored computer 
data, whether it be catalog information or articles, books or reports, on 
computer-output microform (COM). The other way is electronic photocomposition. 

COM permits the 1 ow-cost dupl icati on and storage of pri nted material and 
reports created by the computer. It allows easy rna il d i str1 but1 on of tile 
information since it has been reduced to the size of 4" X 6" pieces of film elach 
containing between 98 and 297 pages of information.· COM is usually created by 
the display of computerized information on an on-line cathode ray tube which is 
filmed in rapid sequence by a microfilm recorder. The original filmed and 
processed microfiche ~an be quickly and cheaply duplicated via diazo 
reproduction methods. 

Informatics al so offers automated E~l ectronic photocomposition services to 
prepare stored information for hard-copy printing. The company gai ned this 
capability in 197:~ when it acquired 8)(clusive licensing rights to CS IV, a 
photocomposition software product developed by Autocomp, Inc. It provi des full 
page, camera-ready output. The process is especially well suited for printing 
loose-leaf publ1cations which are frequently revised and updated, such as tax 
reference handbooks and parts catalogs. This has developed into a highly 
profitable business. 

5.6 DATA SERVICES 

Data services refers to the prov; di ng of data processi rig performed for 
customer applications by Informatics on its own computers, generally on a 
remote-acc~ss basiS. This is to be distinguished from data center facility 
management where the company operates computers on the customer's site. In the 
latter area, Infor"matics has operated government-owned computer centers for 
NASA's Jet PropulSion Laboratory and for its Ames Research Cente!r, as well as at 
NASA STIF. It has also operated large commercial data centers owned by United 
Airlines ,and American President lines. 

Normally, Informatics offers various applications, which iare available on 
its own machines, to customers who cannot afford to buy thed r own ccmputer 
system or chose not to des 1 gn thei r own custom app 1 i cat; on. Th i sis a 1 ess 
expensive means of acquiring automated functions and meeting d'ata processing 
needs for many customers whose total volume of data processing requirements may 
not warrant the purchase of thei r own computer and the development of in-house 
programming expertise or who prefer not to install certain programs on their in
house machi nee This busi ness or; gi nally 'was done "over-the-counter"; that is, 
the customers input data and output results were carried to and from a local 
service bureau, where the processing was done in batch mode. Today, access to 
Informatics computers is gained through terminals, installed at the customer's 
own site that are connected by telephone lines to Infonnatics data processing 
facil ities. A customer can use Informatics computer to run and process a 
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customized application of its own or select one of Informatics proprietary 
services or products to use. such as MMK IV or DISTRIBUTION IV. or software 
products from other suppliers which Informatics is licensed to resell. If the 
customer does not supply his own software, he is usually charged for the use of 
that supplied by Informatics., 

5.6.1 Initial Effot.t~ 

Informatics always planned to be a full ser:-vice supplier in the computer 
services industry, which would include supplying data 'Ser·vices. In 1965 tt 
acquired CPM Systems, which provided over-the-counter batch data services to the 
constY,uctfon industry. In 1967 it developed and marketed MACS. which provided 
remote batch data services to advertiSing agencies. Both failed in the 
marketplace. 

In the middle 1960's a large number of companies were started up to provide 
"timeshar;fng." as remote problem solv'ing was then known. Informatics cast 
envious eyes on this area of business. but was deterred from rushing into it 
because it was so capital-intensive. Very large amounts of cash had to be put 
at risk to establish and operate a computer center, a communications network, 
and a field force of salesmen and customer support engineers. It could be many 
years before positive cash flow could be achieved. So Informatics prudently 
refrained from starting up a time-sharing business. The wisdom of this decision 
was confirmed when most of the timesharing start-ups found themselves under
capitalized and went out of business, losing all their investment in the 
recession of 1969-1971. 

In about 1968 Informatics reasoned (incorrectly) that the market of the 
future lay in remote transaction processing for ~ business. But the company 
had no experience market; ng to such customers. How coul d it gai n such 
experience and "boot-strap" its way into such data services business? After 
considerable study, management conceived a way for the company to "have its cake 
and eat ft." Informatics stock was selling at unprecedented highs. The company 
decided to use this stock (at values probably higher than it c'ould be sold in a 
public offering by a reputable underwriter) to buy from The Ruc:ker Company three 
small batch service bureaus in California, and from The Interpublic Group, a 70 
percent interest in Oataplan, a larger batch service bureau in New York City. 
which did all the processing for Interpublic. The board of O'frectors approved 
the plan. with Irwin Tomash expressing some misgivings. 

Thus by 1969 Informatics was in the data services business. The strategy 
was to 1) fully understand the market, 2) build the cash flo'w to respectib1e 
levels, and 3) use that cash flow and Informatics communications technology to 
convert the customer base. first to remote batch services and then finally to 
on-line transaction processfng. 

The strategy had one fatal flaw. Technology could not cope with the effects 
on revenues of a recession. The prices to the small businessman were based on 
units of service; e.g., so much per report. When the recession hit the 
customer, he immediately cut down on his output. Moreover. the many ~ustomers 
within Interpub11c resented the loss of control over their data center. and 
maj or di sputes about payments arose. The aggregate resul t was a mass ive 
reduction in revenues. Though heroic technological efforts were successful to 
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implement major improvements in operating efficiencies, costs could not be 
reduced proportionally to revenues. The result was catastrophic negative cash 
flow. Informatics management prudently decided to shut down the business as 
cheaply as possible. The investment in Dataplan was sold back to Interpublic 
(as settlement of a suit for recission brought by Informatics), and the customer 
contracts of the other data centers weret sol d to canpet1t.ors.·· 

Meantime, the company had an opportunity to leap ahead into a very 
sophisticated on-line transaction processing data service. As described in more 
detail in Section 4.4.2, Informatics was sought out to supply its computer 
coomunications and on-line technology to a start-up company, in the field of 
airline reservations for travel agents. Atar Computer Systems. Inc. (AtarCSI>. 
Through a series of investments and opt:ions, it eventually had the opportunity 
to control that company and assigned Frank Wagner as its preSident. After a 
very successful marketing effort to the ai rli nes and travel agents, AtarCSI 
developed the system. But the Civill Aeronautics Board would not approve 
AtarCSI's contract with the airlines, and the company ceased to operate at the 
end of 1970. Thus, by January 1, 1971, Informatics, sadder and wiser, was out 
of the data services business. 

5.6.2 The Second Effort 

Informatics re-entered the data services business in earnest in 1971 when it 
Jointly fonned Equ1matics, Inc., with The Equitabl e Life Assurance SOCiety of 
the United States. Equimatics established computing facilities in Fairfield, 
New Jersey, and set up a regional time-sharing network to provid.e remote 
processing for Equitable offices in the New York metropOlitan area. This system 
was established around an IBM Systeml370 Model 145 with a virtual machine 
operating system which permitted the emulation of multiple computing systems. 
In essence, thi s time-shared i nterna 1 memory of the computer cUBong the vari ous 
users and allowed each one to seem to have a personal IBM SYlrtem/370 compl ete 
with operating system and aSSOCiated software. Subsequently, Equimat'/ cs 
acquired United Systems International which operated two small batch data 
centers in the Dallas/Fort Worth area, serving life insurance companies in that 
metropolitan area. 

In 1974 Informatics was acquired by The Equitable, and Equimatics and 
Informatics were merged. With this change the Fairfield network was expanded to 
a nationwide basis and began offering general purpose remote computing services 
to customers outSide the insurance industry. The network was further expanded 
in 1977 with the acquisftion of Management Horizons Data Serv~ces of ColumbUS, 
Ohio. which provided computing services, using proprietary software called 
DISTRIBUTION IV. to wholesale distributers throughout the U.S. and Canada. 
Generally, the data services offered by Infonnatics Data Services Group can be 
divided into two forms: a) remote batch processing systems. and' b) on-line 
timesharing systems. Both use a termfnal installed at the custc~er's s1te. The 
difference between the two types of servi ces is how soon- processi ng takes p' ace 
after the data fs fnput, and how quickly the results of processilng are del fvered 
to the customer. Both technologies are described below. following an 
introductory section on the technology from which they evolved. 
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5.6.3 Over-the-Counter Batch Processing 

The earliest way of providing data services was to set up a central 
processing facll ity within easy physical delivery range of the customers. The 
data was delivered to this computer center like gannents for dry cleaning, 
"over-the-counter, n processed accordi ng to whatever pri ority the customer was 
willing to pay for (usually on a first come, first served basis). Then after a 
lapse of a day or many days, it was redelivered to the customer over-the
counter. Of course, couriers were frequently supplied to pick up and deliver to 
the customer's site. As computer-communications technology gradul1y eVOlved, it 
became practical to use telephone lines instead of couriers, and provide on the. 
customer's premises a card-reader for input and a printer for output. 
Obviously, this pennitted customers to be at much greater distances from the 
data center. 

5.6.4 Remote Batch processing 

Remote batch processing refers to the collecting of batches of data required 
for a specific application, inputting the batched data into the computer over a 
communications line, waiting for the computer to process this data in its turn 
with other applications also waiting to be processed, and receiving the required 
reports, updated files, or information after a lapse of time (whfch can be a few 
seconds or overnight). After the input of the data. no further input for that 
batch can be made until the computer is finished with its task. Thus if a 
customer di scovered an incorrect pi ece of data after the input step, he wou1 d 
either have to abort the processing of the data entirely or waft until the 
processing was finished before correcting the mistake, and reinput a new batch 
of data for reprocessing. Batch processing nonnally takes longer than on-line 
transaction processing, described in Section 5.6.5. But it is far less 
expensive and is especially useful for those appl icati on:5 where processed 
results are not needed immediately, the task being perfonned is repetitive, and 
inquiry to the computer with immediate response is not necessary. Such 
applications may involve the updating of files, the printing of invoices, the 
creation of payroll checks, or the generation of periodic reports. 

Infonnatics has offered remote batch services for all data processing 
applications commonly required by business. MARK IV is sometimes used to anew 
customers to design and implement their specialized applications. 

5.6.6 On-Line Transact10n prQce~ 

On-line transaction processing is that technology in which the customer uses 
an application program that allows him to process data for each transaction as 
it is being input, and if appropriate. receive output immediately. The 
"transaction" can be a simple inquiry of the system (not requiring 
transformation of the data or files), which produces an almost immediate answer 
or report, or the transaction can require extensive processing. On-line systems 
permit direct communication between the user and the computer whereby both can 
ask for and receive required information. They are used for applications where 
a response or processed report is needed quickly and/or where there is great 
variation in the individual requests or tasks required by the user for the 
system to perform. On-line systems are usually used in conjunction with 
information data bases to provide rapid updating, search, and retrieval of 
specific information required by the user. On-line services cost significantly 
more than batch services, since the required task cannot be delayed or performed 
overnight during off hours. 
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Among the most used and significant on-line services offered by Informatics 
Data Services Group are order entry and distribution processing provided to 
wholesale distributors through the use of DISTRIBUTION IV, and a complete data 
processing service to apparel manufact1urers.·· An interesting outgrowth of this 
technology, coupled with technology developed in a previous study (which 
provided the design of a system called PU3NET for a major publisher), is the 
OROERNET system. It allows wholesalers to generate and place orders for goods 
directly to various industry manufacturers and at the same time specify the 
required distribution and delivery of these goods to various warehouse points 
throughout the nation. This reduces both the wholesalers and manufacturer's 
costs, and reduces delivery time for goods to reach their destination. The 
offering of OROERNET began in 1980 and ~as grown steadily since.(18) 

5.6.6 

Many data sel~vices applications USI= all technologies described above. One 
such 1 arge application was Medicare c11 aims processing for The Equitabl e whi ch 
performed this function for various stcltes. Some of the input was handled on a 
remote batch basis, and some was done via on-line timesharin~~. Processing was 
done as remote batch but the checks welre printed at Informatics facil ity (under 
strict fi nanci al control) and delivered by courier, just as the 01 d-fashi oned 
over-thle-counter batch method used to handl e the output. 

Another illustration of a hybrid (technologically speaking) application was 
life insurance policy management using LIFE-COMM. The basic file maintenance, 
and many of the functions required for life insurance administration were done 
in the remote batch mode. However, the issuance of a new policy and several 
other functions were done in the on-line timesharing mode. 

5.7 PRELUDE TO THE MICROCOMPUTER 

For the major part of its history, Informatics has been involved with 
software technologies for the large ccrnputer, commonly called the "mainframe." 
From the foundat1on of Informatics in 1962 through the late 1970's, the 
ma; nframe totally dom; nated the market for ccrnputer services. In fact~ ·products 
and services to support IBM mainframes alone probably represented 80 percent of 
the market. Among all users, however, beginning in the very early -1970's, the 
minicomputer began to assume significant importance. And by the late 1970's, it 
was becomi ng apparent that the mi crocomputer woul d be of tremendous importance 
during the 1980's and beyond. Definitions of these classes. of computers are 
frequently expressed in terms of selling price, or for the: more technically 
incl i ned, in terms of computi ng power~ both movi n9 targets. However, for the 
layman, a somewhat facetious, but illuminating definitil:ln might be the 
following: 

Ma1ofr~--has a central processing unit which probably cannot 
be li fted by two strong men. 

MinicomQuter--has a central processing unit which probably can 
be lifted by two hands. 
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M1crQ~Qm~~~--has a central processing unit which can be 
lifted by two fingers. 

As the power of the microcomputer began to exceed the power of the 
mainframes of only a decade before, Infonnatics began to take more and more 
interest in the marketplace for products which did not involve the mainframe, 
s1 nce it appeared poss; bl e that a ver'y 1 arge market for such products mi ght 
evolve. Because of their increasingly lower prices,1t did not appear that 
purchasers of microcomputers (or to any great extent minicomputers) would 
provide very much of oa market for services. In the 1960's, however. Informatics 
occasionally provided services involving what were then the beginnings of the 
minicomputer era. Some work was done on the Bendix GIS, the SDS 910, the CDC 
160, and a. number of experimental computers built for the military by RCA, 
Litton and several other manufacturers. Perhaps the most advanced of these was 
a part of the TACFIRE project for Litt(:m, which developed and del ivered to the 
U.S. Army an artillery fire-control system based on a portable minicomputer. 

5.7.1 The M1ni~omputer Er9 

Informatics first involvement of a serious nature with the minicomputer was 
the development of the ICS IV/2S0, an integrated hardware-so,ftware product to 
provide digital message-switching. By an ingenious development of some special
purpose hardware, it enabled a PDP-II I6-bit minicomputer to run 32-bit 
mainframe software. Although it was a technological tour de force, the market 
for it simply did not develop. 

The second foray into thi s market ~,as somewhat successful. In contrast to 
the technological elegance and canple)(:'fty of the ICS IV/250, the MINI MARC 
product capitalized on the simpl i city and 1 ow-pri ce features· of mi ni computers. 
It also was an integrated hardware-software product, which enabled librarians to 
improve substantially their efficiency in producing catalog cards and lists for 
their new accessions. In addition to supplying the product, Infonnatics also 
supplied a service, which periodically provided the customer with a floppy disc 
containing catalog cards for all recent accessions of the Lfbra:ry of Congress. 

A third attempt to penetrate this market was SERIES IV, a software product 
that ran on the PDP-ll. It was a generalized data entry/validation system which 
allowed the customer to customize for himself an on-line, interactive program 
for data. entry and validation. Although it was intended to be sold as an 
integrated hardware-software system, it proved much too e}(pensive for the 
function~ and failed in the marketplace. 

5.7.2 The MjcrQcom~uter Era 

Bridging the era from minicomputers to microcomputers was the TAPS product. 
It is an application development product for transaction-oriente~ on-line 
applications, providing standardized functions for the repetitive aspects of 
developing and maintaining them. When it was initially conceivled, it was on the 
forefront of screen-oriented applications. But its majc)r technological 
breakthrough was in being portabl e among many ma; nframes, mi ni canputers. and 
microcomputers. "Portabl e" means that the TAPS product can bEl modi fied to run 
on d ifferent COOlputel~s wi th rel ative ly 1 ittl e effort, and devel op th~= same 
application for each Qf them. A1though TAPS was another technl:Jlogical triumph, 
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its marketpl ace acceptance has been questi onabl e, except among mll itary and 
other very advanced customers. 

Informatics finally took the plungl9 into the microcomputer world at the 
beginning of 1980. Werner Frank, executive vice president of Corporate 
Development, initiated "Project 80" tOi define and develop Informatics first 
product for a microcomputer. . The project he defined and designed I~as 
INFORMATICOM, and he selected the Cntel microcomputer as its hardware. It was 
an intelligent workstation that could be free standing or attached to a computer 
with communications capability, useful for the creation, manipulation, and query 
of personal files held locally or supported by MAAK IV on an IBM mainframe. It 
could submit to the mainframe a MARK IV request along with a local f1le from the 
workstation to produce a MARK IV report and output it at the workstation. In 
addition, it was a state-of-the-art wordprocessor and coul d be used as a network 
component of an electronic mail system. This remarkable technological 
achievement failed in the marketplace, since the Ontel microprocessor on which 
it ran was never widely used and eventually became obsol ete. Howevor, 
INFORMATICOM got Informatics firmly planted in the microcomputer world, and its 
technology formed the basis for Infor'matics microcomputer products of 1;he 
future.(19) 
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